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1. Introduction 

  Verb serialization is very important in the Folopa language.1   Extensive use is made of a small set 

of verbs in creating serial combinations and constructions which range from verb roots to complex 

clauses. This layering of serialized verbs can be described similarly to what Bruce has called "a 

continuum between syntax and the lexicon."(Bruce,1988)  He states that Alamblak has certain derived 

verbs and compounds which can be traced historically back to more generic verbs.  These were at first 

serialized and later became lexicalized, forming what he terms a bridge between the syntax and the 

lexicon.  Folopa also demonstrates a clear continuum showing a range of pre-lexicalized but 

meaningful syntactic constructions building into fully lexicalized serial semantic units. 

 For the purposes of this paper a serial verb construction is defined as two verbs which occur in 

series and share core arguments such as subject and/or object/goal (James, 1981).  This may be a single 

word derived from serialized strings of verbs, or multiple word units. 

 The first section will discuss the synthesis of verb root, stem, and suffixation components.  Two 

modes of root building have been observed; generating new syllables as copies of the original root verb 

and serializing, or compounding, of generic verb roots. Stems are built from the serializing of `do/be' 

and suffixes are series of generic roots. 

 In section two the constructions of larger multiple word units will be discussed. Here again the same 

small set of verbs is used to derive both lexicalized verbal units and aspectual verb phrases. 

 The three functional types of multiple word serial verbs are COMPLEX, ASPECTUAL and 

SEQUENTIAL.  All three show similarities in syntactic constructions.  

 Complex serial verbs are the lexicalized semantic units whose parts may or may not render its 

meaning transparent. (Adive, 1989:130). 
                                                           
1 Folopa, a member of the Eastern-Central Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Teberan-Pawaian Sub-Phylum- Level Super-Stock, 
Teberan Family (Wurm 1975:502), is spoken in the Kagua sub-province of the Southern Highlands Province and the Pepike 
sub-province of the Gulf Province by approximately 2,500  people.  Neil and Carol Anderson, under the auspices of SIL, 
worked in the language from 1972 to 2005. 
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 Aspectual verb serialization combines the small verb class as second members with a broad 

selection of first member verbs to indicate manner and time frame for the action.  This series of verbs 

operates on the phrase level. 

 Sequential serialization indicates two activities that occur one after the other but the construction 

combines the two activities so that they become inseparable semantically and syntactically (other types 

of sequential action being indicated by very different types of constructions and operating on a clause 

level) (see Reesink, 1991). 

2. Single Word Level Serialization 

2.1. The serial verb class 

 The Folopa language has verbal units that are as small as one single phoneme. These are as follows: 

1) 

  /d-/  "do" (present)     /y- ~ i-/  "do" (non-present) 
  /f-/  "go"                /t-/      "deficate" 
  /n-/    "eat"               /w- ~ a-/  "come 
 /s-/    "get" 
  
There are also a number of verbs that are almost as short and consist of only the addition of a vowel.  

The vowel, in most cases, can change according to the phonemic or grammatical environment.  Most of 

those are as follows: 

 2)  /mu-/  "lie"        /fi-/   "sleep" 
      /ta-/   "hold"        /té-/   "build" 
    /bu-/   "inside"      /de-/   "go down" 
    /di-/   "kill"          /ko-/   "travel" 
  /ho-/    "go up"      /kaa2-/   "begin" 
   /daa-/  "stand"       /kąą-/  "bend" 

These verbs make up a major part of a small class of verbs that are commonly used in serial 

constructions.  The verb /ko-/, given above, is difficult to gloss.  It combines the two components of 

action and perception.  
                                                           
2 The [aa] is a unique phonetic phenomenon in that it has the timing of two syllables but has the role of a single vowel. 
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 Other members of this set not included above have three phonemes and are: 

 3) /bet-/    "sit"    /tik-/  "cut"  

The syllables that are represented by these generic verbs make up a major inventory of those used to 

construct larger verb roots and include all the initial consonants of the language. This is not to say that 

merely stringing these smaller verbs together yields all the possible verbs in Folopa.  This is to 

demonstrate that there is a great potential for building words from these pieces and it will be shown just 

how this is done in clear examples later. 

2.2. Deriving verb stems 

 A verb normally consists of an initial stem and the appropriate suffixation word finally. Suffixation 

includes tense, aspect, mood, or medial position endings.  

 In order to understand at least one of the serializing techniques that the language uses it in necessary 

to work backwards and begin with verb stems before a discussion of verb roots. 

 Verb stems are built from a root which may vary in length from one to five syllables, two to three 

being the most common. The derivational process combines the root with whichever form of the verb 

for "do/be" (hereon referred to only as "do" for the sake of brevity) is required to be affixed to the end 

of the root. 

2.2.1. The Unique "do" verb 

 The verb glossed "do" in English is the most unique and complicated in the Folopa language.  It is 

the most primitive and clearly demonstrates the process for serialized verb building. 

 The gloss "do" is not altogether correct but is here used to simplify the labeling.  The complete verb 

encompasses a spectrum of activity that spans the most transitive all the way to the stative with even a 

means of indicating non-existent activity.  It is also used to indicate the speech act "say", which is a 

common finding in Papuan languages (Foley, 1986). 

 It varies in form from a weak sounding high vowel in the distant past through a metamorphosis that 
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delivers a hard voiced-stop in the present tense. No other verb in the language changes form in this 

manner (with the possible exception of `come' which is [w-] for all forms but the imperative [ape], and 

in its transitivised form is [a].  The only other changes that occur in verb roots are vowel shifts that 

harmonize with suffixation. 

4) Forms of `do' 

 Present  Present  Process  Stative  Non-present  Historical past  Non-existent 
 free   bound                                           
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   d    -t    -l    (e)r     y-     -i     (nil) 

This progression is very important. In Anderson 1995 it was demonstrated that sounds and meaning are 

connected. Strong ideas are represented by corresponding sounds. The present holds the strongest 

position in reality, employing the voiced dental stop. Voicing is lost when the stop becomes 

intervocalic or loses some of its intensity of meaning. The past and future action trails off in sound 

quality with a mere semivowel /y-/ and then to the high vowel for negative and historical past.  

 In the evolution of the language, it is possible that the original form was /y-/. Because of the 

preference for phonetically strong sounds to mark important concepts, the voiced stop may have been 

employed to set present and transitive actions apart. This same evolution process may have brought /r l/ 

from the position of being merely allophones of /d/ to being full phonemic partners in the environment 

of verb morphology.3 

Free Form 

 The verb "do" can also stand alone as a verb "do" or "say".  When it does, some of the forms are 

shown as follows: 

                                                           
3 There are still compounds which show [r~l] as an allophone of [d]. 
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5) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  PRESENT      NON-PRESENT      STATE        NEG 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

  /d-apó/     "do"      /y-alepó   "done"    /er-apó/  "is"     i-nipó 
  /d-upó/     "do-DUR"    /y-aalopó  "will do"                     
  /d-uraalu/   "do-SIM"    /y-èpó     FAR PAST                    

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Bound Form 

 When "do" becomes affixed to a verb root the following forms are derived: 

6)  /bili-/ 'cook' 

 a. /bili-t-apó/  PRESENT 
 b. /bili-y-alepó/  PAST 
 c. /bili-i-nipó/   NEG 
 d. /bili-r-apó/    STATIVE 
 e. /bili-y-ae/   IMPERATIVE 

Notice that the /d-/ loses voicing and the stative /erapó/ drops the /e/. There are no intervocalic voiced 

stops in Folopa. The fact that the form /erapó/ exists and drops the initial /e/ is further proof that /r/ has 

become a phoneme that happens to only occur medially. 

 The verb given in example (6) has a root with a different shape than the one given in example (7): 

7)  /tik-/ `cut' 

 a. /tiki-t-apó/  PRES 
 b. /tik-alepó/     PAST 
 c. /tik-i-nipó/   NEGATIVE 
 d. /tiki-r-apó/   STATIVE 
 e. /tik-ae/     IMPERATIVE 

In both examples a transitive verb is shown. (6) /bili-/ has a final vowel on the root, which is typical of 

most verbs in Folopa.  The 'do' verb is affixed with no other changes.  In (7) /tik-/ the root ends with a 

consonant so a transitioning, harmonizing vowel is supplied in the present tense.  Other forms show 

that 'do' is not visable. This is the only instance when 'do' is not seen. There are few verbs in the 

language that end in consonants and many of them are in the set of generic verbs. 

Process  
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 There is another form of 'do' that occurs in the present tense but cannot occur as a free form.  The 

flap /l/ (which is phonetically very close to the /r/) indicates that an action is not transitive and not 

stative but is in the process of taking place.  It is rare to have a verb that can take all three forms.  One 

verb that can take all three, though it is not the most natural speech, is /duku-/, which is the action of 

leaves coming off a tree. 
 
(8)  /duku-/ 
 
 a. /duku-t-apó/    "pluck (leaves off a tree)" 
 b. /duku-l-apó/    "(leaves) are falling" 
 c. /duku-r-apó/      "fallen (leaves)" 
 
 All of the verbs that choose /l/ in the present tense are in the generic set.  Some are verbs of motion 

(come, go) and some are irregular in their forms as in (9). 

9) Irregular forms 

    PRESENT      PAST       
 a. /nuku-l-apó/   /n-alepó/   "eat" 
 b. /mu-l-apó/   /mw-alepó/  "put" 
 c. /daa-l-apó/      /da-alepó/  "stand"' 
 d. di-l-apó     /d-alepó/   "kill" 

2.2.2. Transitive and Benefactive 

 The verbs that are inherently transitive have as a normal ending /-tapó/, (10c-d).  Verbs that are 

inherently intransitive are affixed with /-rapó/ (10a-b).  This includes a large number of words that are 

adjectives in English such as `good, bad, tall, short'.  There is a middle ground where some verbs may 

take either, and possibly even the process ending, as was shown above with (8) /duku-/. 

10)   PRESENT   PAST 
 a. /wisi-r-apó/   /wisi-y-alepó/  "good" 
 b. /keme-r-apó/   /keme-y-alepó/ "finish" 
 c. /melaa-t-apó/   /melaa-y-alepó/ "ambush" 
 d. /di-t-apó/    /di-y-alepó/   "cook over open fire" 
 
The intransitive can be made transitive (11a-b) and the transitive can be made benefactive (11c-d) by 

employing an operation that serializes "do" and "be" forms. 

11)  PRESENT   PAST 
 a. /wisi-ra-t-apó/  /wisi-r-alepó/  "make good" 
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 b. /keme-ra-t-apó/ /keme-r-alepó/  "finish (it)" 
 c. /melaa-ra-t-apó/ /melaa-r-alepó/ "ambush for him" 
 d. /di-ra-t-apó/   /di-r-alepó/   "cook for him" 

In the present both forms are visible.  In the past the [y] gives way to the stronger [r]. 

 The process form differs slightly in that some of the verbs are irregular.  Going and coming can 

become `caused to go, come'. "Eat", "kill", "stand", "defecate" and "put" can be converted but retain the 

[l] instead of [r]. 

12) PRESENT     PAST 
 a. /daa-l-apó/    /da-alepó/  "stand" 
 b. /di-l-apó/    /d-alepó/   "kill" 
 c. /nuku-l-apó/   /n-alepó/   "eat" 
 
13) 
 a. /daa-la-t-apó/  /daa-l-alepó/  "cause to stand" 
 b. /di-la-t-apó/   /da-l-alepó/   "cook for someone" 
 c. /nuku-la-t-apó/  /nuku-l-alepó/  "eat for someone"  

The verb stem is the most obvious word level serial verb combining the main root with the verb "do", 

"be", or both. 

2.3. Deriving Verb Roots 

 As was stated earlier, a root consists of a minimum of a single consonant and a maximum of five 

syllables.  When a single consonant root is expanded using one of the following devices, a vowel is 

supplied to make the required CV vowel pattern. 

Repeat syllable 

 Folopa has a system of adding syllables to the verb root to show degrees of increased intensity and 

activity.  The new syllables are added after a single CV syllable root or within a CVC syllable root.  

When the action is intensified as well as being multiplied, the entire syllable root is repeated.  When the 

action has a degree less intensity or action the voiceless stop is used to begin the new syllable.  The /r ~ 

l/ is used when the action is merely repeated.  This device renders a type of pro-verb marked similarly 

to the verb "do" on the stem level. 
 
14) Repeat syllable 
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 a. /sisiraa-rapó/ =   s-  i           si-   raa 
        get-COMPLETED ACTION   get-CA stand   "all killed" 

     (refers to an entire population being wiped out by enemies) 
 b. /kaka-tapó/   = ka     ka- 
        perception   perception     "intense pain" 
 c. /keke-tapó/   = ke - ke- 
        see see    "search intently for" 
 
15) Repeat syllable using [t] 

 a. /i-tapó/      "call out"              /iti-tapó/       "yell a warning" 
 b. /dake-tapó/   "laid side by side"      /datake-tapó/    "stuck to" 
 
In (a) the single vowel syllable was repeated with the addition of [t]. 
 
16) Repeat syllable using /r~l/ 

 a. /tiki-tapó/    "cut"        /tiriki-tapó/    "cut many times" 
 b. /dąke-tapó/  "crush"       /dąrake-tapó/    "pulverize" 
 c. /diki-tapó/   "dark"        /diliki-tapó/    "dark of night" 

 There are many other roots which suggest a repeated action whose primitive form may be one of the 

generic verbs. Note in the following that root vowels change for a variety of reasons that will not be 

discussed in this paper.  The initial consonant carries the primary meaning. 

17) Verb root /bV/ 

   a. /bu-tapó/    "inside, underneath" 
  /bili-tapó/    "plant by putting inside the ground" 
  /bili-tapó/    "cook by putting inside the ashes" (different tone) 
  /bulu-tapó/   "sharpen a knife" 
  /bele-tapó/    "carried from underneath" 

   b. /fi-tapó/     "sleep' 
  /fili-tapó/     "lay out a plan for a house site" 
  /filiya-tapó/    "make compensation" (lay out a payment) 

   c. /si-rapó/     "get" 
  /sese-tapó/    "impede" (the bush 'gets' one) 
  /serepe-tapó/   "impenetrable bush" (get-REP-place) 

 It can be clearly seen that Folopa employs a system of duplicating or adding extra syllables to the 

verb root to show increased intensity and action. 

Reduplication 
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 Another alteration to the root is a reduplication of the entire root as a separate serialized word. The 

resultant meaning conveys an even greater degree of intensity, often to the point of frustration and 

confusion. 

 
18) Reduplication 

   a. /ali-tapó/  "count"     /ali ali-rapó/      "too busy, flustered" 
   b. /be/       "string"     /be be-rapó/       "tangled up" 
   c. /fese-tapó/   "shake"     /fese fese-tapó/    "severe shaking" 
   d. /dapo/       "joint of tree"  /dapo dapo-tapó/  "scatter" 
   e. /tiki-tapó/   "cut"     /tiki tiki-tapó/    "too busy" 

Serialized Roots 
 There are many verb roots whose components are fairly obvious. Many others are not. But it is 

assumed that a serializing of generic verbs has taken place and over time has formed more specific 

verbs.  This is a common finding in Papuan languages. 

19) 
 a. /hokolaa-tapó/ = hoko  +   daa 
        drive an animal  stand =     "meet"  

(when two people meet out in the bush while hunting) 

 b. /beteke-tapó/ =  be +  teke 
        house + cut   =  `make a round hole' 

(used originally of birds making a hole in a tree) 
 c. /dekąąpo-tapó/ = dek  +  kąą + po 

        lay flat side  bend + inside(same as /bV/) = "fold" 
         to flat side 

2.4. Deriving Suffixation 

 The origins of noun suffixation are very simple to determine. Most of the suffixes are nouns or 

diectics. For example, the pluralizing suffix [-rape] comes from the name of the men's communal house 

[dape]. This noun is derived from the shape of the house and is a compounding of /da/ + /be/, meaning 

"penis house". 

 Verb suffixes have been found to use generic verbs such as "inside", "lie", "join", "stand", "do", 

"get", and "come".   
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20) Verb suffixation from generic verbs 

 a. /bV-/ "inside"   = -p-  -pó  -pa  -pe  marks the end of dependent and independent clauses.  The 

main part of the sentence is "inside" the suffix. 

 b. /mV-/ "lie"   =  -mó   joins dependent clause that are in the same location in time but having 

different subjects. 

 c. /olo-/ "join"  =  -óló  joins clauses with the same subject sequential action 

               =  -ró  a shortened form of [-óló] which joins phrase level units same subject sequential 

                = -ó  a further shortened form which joins serial verbs on the word level.4 

 d. /daa-/ "stand"  +  du-  "do (with duration) " =  -tu-raa-lu   joins clauses with the same subject 

occurring simultaneously. This serializes "do-stand-do", the /t/ indicating transitive action and also an 

allophone of initial /d/, the /r/ as an allophone of /d/, and the /l/ as a process form of `do' required to 

accompany "stand".5 

 e. /sV-/  "get"  =  -se-   occurs medially in endings that indicate an uncertain future.  It is possible 

that `getting' in an uncertain future result of present action. The perpetual uncertainty of obtaining the 

desired results may have evolved an association between the two concepts.  Derivations from the word 

for `get' also include `female' and `magic'. 

  f. /(w)a-/ "come"  =  -a-        present and near past 

                     -aa-       future 

                  =  -ai  ape    informative ending (sentence final) 

                     that come (IMP) 

 g. /d-/ "do"  =  -lV     The process form of `do' as indicated in /duraalu/ "stand" 

 The remaining mystery syllables in suffixation are some vowel combinations with and without 

                                                           
4 [o] could be a verbal primitive for joining.  With the repeat syllable added it would become [olo].  This would make sense 
as the [olo] joins a larger unit than [o]. 
5 This is an interesting word in that the free form of /-turaalu/ is /duraalu/ showing the /t/ to be an allophone of /d/, but the 
next two morphemes are also allophones of /d/. The root for "stand" /daa-/ always changes to /r/ when affixed. The suffix /-
lu/ always chooses an /l/ when connected with the root for stand indicating it to be a process verb. 
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nasalization. 

 Examples of suffixation are as follows: 

21) 

 a. /-aa-se-pe/     `comeREP-get-inside'    (request ending) 

 b. /-a-le-mó/      `come-process-lay'     (while) 

 c. /-ǫ-p-óló-pó/   `join-inside-join-inside'  dependent clause followed by main clause ends with this 

conditional marker to mean "When this happens, then this will happen. " 

 Most suffixation, if not all, comes originally from nouns and generic verbs that are serialized and 

have become lexicalized over time.  Not all of what has taken place is transparent any longer, but much 

can be traced out through other verbs which are certain.  These serial combinations are no longer 

recognized by native speakers to have any associations with their original generic verbs 

3. Multiple word Serial Verbs 

3.1. Lexicalized 

3.1.1. Syntax 

 Syntactically, all multiple word serial verbs have in common the way in which they become 

serialized.  (In describing this operation the two members of a serial construction will be referred to as 

the first member and the second member.)  

 The most important consideration is the shape of the verb root of the first member.  The roots shown 

in examples (6-7) were those having either a CV or CVC syllable pattern.  Those ending with a 

consonant simply add the joining device [ó] as shown in example (22). 
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(22) 
  a. /sók-   ó    walapó/   "arrive" 
   extract- join   come 
 
 
  b. /tuk-ó    hol-   ae/     "get up" 
    cut- join  go up- IMP 

There is a word break before the second member whose suffixation can be either the normal suffixation 

of a fully inflected verb, or it can be marked as a first member of an imbedded series, which produces a 

more complicated serial verb.  (See section 3) 

 When the verb root ends with a vowel no affixation is necessary on the first member as shown in 

example (23). 

(23) 

  a. /bisąą  fulapó/   "is ripping" 
  torn  go 

  b. /dutų fulapó/    "carry on one's back" 
    ?    go 

 When the active verb root has become transitive/benefactive as described above the resultant form 

ends in /r/ and takes the /ó/ as in (24). 

(24) 

  a. /bet- er- ó   beterapó/  "having been sat, is" 
   sit-  be-join   sit (is) 

  b. /suku-n- ó    beterapó  "killed"6 
    die- be-join   sit (is) 
  

Several active verbs that have the pattern CVV with the two vowels being /a/ add the letter /e/ to form a 

first member of a serial verb as shown in (25). 

                                                           
6 There is inherant nasalization is the verb root for `die' suku- which changes the expected /r/ to /n/. 
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(25) 

  a.  kąą-e  felepó   "broken" 
  bend  go 

  b. taa-e  falae    "throw away" 

    stop  cause to go IMP 

3.1.2. Complex and Concomitant 

 Lexicalized serial verbs are here catagorized into two sub groups according the how well the 

resultant meaning can be determined from the member verbs.  In reality, the transparency of meaning is 

more in line with the continuum described above, but at some point falls out into the two group 

concept. 

 At the beginning of the continuum the resultant meanings are very obvious.  As with idioms, the 

longer the series is in use, the more thought is required to remember what the original meaning was.  

Others have lost their original first member stem meaning entirely.  Those whose meanings are easily 

determined from their members will be called Concomitant serial verbs.  Those less logically 

determined we are calling Complex as in example (26) and (27). 

(26) Concomitant 

  a. /botokó      felepó/  "worn through" 

  make a hole  gone    

  b. /kąąe    felepó/    "broken" 

   bend     gone         

  c. /kaae     tatapó/    "take care of" 

     begin    hold     
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(27) Complex 

  a. /sya fulapó/         "follow" 

    ?   go 

  b. /dǫ  nukulapó/       "laugh" 

 b. /dǫ nukulapó/   "laugh" 

     ? eat 

  c. /fokó  fulapó/     "run away" 

    ?      go  

3.1.3. Second member verbs 

     As can be observed below, the second member set looks very much like the generic set of verbs 

described earlier, with "go" being a very common second member of serial verbs.  Second member 

verb class includes the following. 

28) MOTION    ______EXISTENTIALS   __TRANSITIVES 

 /fulapó/   "go"     /daalapó/  "stand"   /nukulapó/   "eat" 

 /walapó/   "come"    /beterapó/  "sit"    /sirapó/      "get" 

 /holapó/   "go up"    /mulapó/   "lie"    /tarapó/      "hold" 

 /kotapó/   "go around"  /erapó/     "be"    /dilapó/       "hit/kill" 

            /d-apó/    "do" 

 The verbs in this class all deviate in some way from the normal expectations, and this mostly in the 

form of 'do' they require.  These are the only verbs that act irregularly. 

3.1.4. First member verbs 

     First member verbs of serial verbs form a much broader category.  Both existential and transitive 

verbs can occur as first members but the verbs of motion generally do not.  The following are some of 

the most common first member verbs. 
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29) First member verbs 

/kele-tapó/   "see"    /kaa-tapó/  "begin"    /fi-tapó/   "sleep" 

/tiki-tapó/  "cut"    /kąą-tapó/  "bend"    /de-tapó/   "down" 

/sókó-tapó/  "out"    /taa-tapó/   "desist"    /er-apó/   "is" 

/dapó/   "do"    /dulu-tapó/  "leash" 

3.2. Aspectual Serial Verbs 

     A verb series is said to be aspectual when one of the members relates the main activity and the other 

indicates either a manner in which the activity was done or a time frame.  The construction most often 

employed for this is Verb Root 1 + -ó Verb Root 2 + Tense, Aspect, Mood (TAM), MEDIAL or SV 

(Serial Verb suffixation previously identified as `join').  There is a limited set of second member verbs 

that make up these aspectual constructions.  The first member verb can be existential verbs or most any 

active verb. Rarely is it one of the verbs of motion (`come' is an exception).  The following examples 

are the aspectual serial verbs thus far identified in Folopa. 
Aspect using /ó/ 

 1.  Verb root + /ó tarapó/  "hold"  

     This means the action of the first verb goes on and on and is roughly equivalent to `always' in 

English. In the example the picture is of a line of ants that just keeps coming without end. 

 (30) /Terepe w-  ó   tarapó./      "The ants are always coming. " 

     ant  come-SV hold 

 2. Verb root + /ó mulapó/ 

 Existential verbs are common as first verbs here.  The verb "sit" implies existence in the following 

example where the construction has the meaning of `in great abundance'. 

 (31)  /Dole bet-ó  mulapó./      "There are a great many leeches." 

      leech sit-SV lie 

 3. Verb root + /ó beterapó/ 

  The first verb gives the action and the second implies continuing in that state.  In the first example a 
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transitivized existential verb is used to show that something has been put and continues to be put.  In 

the second example, notice that the same verb can be repeated for both positions. 

 (32)  /Fo   mu-l- ó     beterapó./  "The talk (law) continues to be." 

      talk  lie-TR-SV  sit 

 (33)  /Whį  bete-r- ó    beterapó./   "Then man having been caused to be still is." 

man  sit-  be-SV  sit         

 4. Verb root + /ó daalapó/ 

  With this construction the aspect is emphasizing that the action was done just a little bit.  In the 

example, just a small bite was eaten and then the action stopped.  Notice also the contrast in usage 

between the Same Subject Sequential ending /-óló/ and the Serial Verb contraction of that form /ó/. 

 (34)  /N-ó   daalóló felepó./       "(He) ate just a little and left. " 

     eat-SV stand  go 

Aspect using /u/ 

  A second construction that is used to show aspect in serial verbs is Verb Root + /-u beterapó/.  Here 

the second member is always the existential /bet-erapó/ "sit" and the change in time frame is signaled 

by using different suffixes. The suffix /–u/ means Durative action.  In the first example the present 

tense plus indicative mood indicates `is in the state of doing' whatever action of the first verb.  Using 

medial suffixes for Different Subject the meaning becomes `while', as in `while one activity was in the 

state of being done, then another activity was happening' as in (36). 

 (35) /Dowa-kale-naale fo d-u      beterapó./ 

    big-  the- boy  talk do-DUR sit    "(He) is (in the state of) talking a very big talk." 

 (36)  /Atima ǫla  nuk-u   beteremó dą sók-ó walepó./ 

       they  food eat-DUR sit      we out-join come (arrive) 

       "While they were eating we arrived." 

 By adding the suffix /-tamo/, which signals accompaniment, this construction then indicates 
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simultaneous actions. 

 (37)   /Atima tipi  d-u     betere-tamo  dą  sók-ó   walepó./ 

      they  fence do-DUR sit-   ACC  we  out-join come 

 "Right when they were making a fence we arrived." 

     Another construction which utilizes the Durative -u is Verb root + /-ua dapó/.  This also has the 

resultant meaning similar to "always" but is meant more as habitual.  The action is more emphasized 

here with the addition of "do" on the end.  There is virtually no restriction on the first member verb. 

 (38)  /Dą-né     si      tiki- t-      ua   dapó./ 

       we-AGEND   firewood split-TRANS-HAB do 

      "We always split firewood." 

     A final aspectual construction indicates Progressive action and uses the suffix /-té/.   

Verb root + /-té/ Verb of motion.  The action is being repeated many times, "He eats and eats and eats 

and goes on like that." 

 (39)  /O foi     ni   dolo-mó   nuku-té     fulapó./ 

       sago larvae tree hole-LOC  eat-  PROG go 

      "The sago grub is eating along inside that tree. " 

3.3. Sequential Serial Verbs 

     The third kind of verb serialization is limited to one type of construction which is  

Verb root + -eni/e + Verb of motion.  Other sequential series function on the phrase or clause level.  

This one alone forms a unit that functions together even though there are two actions.  It is glossed as 

subsequential.  The first member must be an action verb and the second must be a verb of motion. 

 (40)  /Ai     s-eni   fae!/ 

        banana get-SUB go 

        "Go and get the bananas." 
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 (41)  /F-   ini   f-aalopó./ 

        sleep-SUB go-FUT 

       "(I) am leaving and will sleep." 

4. Serial Verb Chains and embedding 

     Serial verbs may be embedded within each other and form chains of verbs as show in the following 

examples. Brackets indicate one type of construction embedded into a second type of construction 

indicated by parenthesis. 

 (42)   /[kąąe  (dera- té]    kwé ̨y-     aai-        raalu).../ 

        bend  down-PROG go around-INTENTION-while 

    "...while bending down (searching) (we) will go around... " 

 (43)  /…[turukó horóló], ǫla  [biliyó (nukua] yalepó)./ 

           get up      food  cook  eat   did 

        " (they) go up and cooking their food were eating.' 

 (44)  /…bele   [dekéró7  (dité]  [kutu)    beteró].../ 

        mouse  plenty    kill   go around sit 

     "..(they) went along abundantly killing mice.. " 

                                                           
7 The word /dekéró/ is actually an adverb meaning `abundantly' but it employs the construction verb root + -ó that suggests 
its origin.  In this sentence it operates on the phrase level as a modifier for `kill'.  For further discussion see (Anderson 
1989). 
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5. Conclusion 

 The Folopa language combines series of verb to form a single lexical unit.  Using similar syntactic 

constructions, it also can indicate different aspects of the action done.  There are several ways in which 

the language shows sequential actions most of which are on a higher level of grammar.  One 

construction, however, functions on the serial verb level.  Knowledge of these constructions are 

essential to good understanding of the language. 
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